
EpochField Mobile
Give your field workers access to the 
data they need anytime, anywhere

Built on our core geospatial foundation, EpochField Mobile application provides field workers 
with the asset and network data they need to make their daily work easier than ever. With our 
offline-first approach, field workers can be more efficient, accurate, and safer in the field. Our 
EpochField Mobile application is comprised of two deployment patterns so it can operate as a 
standalone mobile mapping solution or tightly integrated within the EpochField product suite in 
the work management component for powerful field data collection. 

EpochField Mobile provides the ability to visually 
represent asset data via a map-centric platform

GEOSPATIAL DATA 
MANAGEMENT

Automate versioning, 

geoprocessing, and archiving

APPLICATION 
INTEGRATION

Integrate GIS and business 

apps in one place

HIGHLY SCALABLE

Manage work across 

individual crews or entire 

service territories

Purpose-Built Features
EpochField Mobile provides the ability to visually represent asset data via a map-centric platform 
built on cutting-edge technology that supports the latest generation of touch screen devices. A 
utility is not limited by the type of mobile device required for the product. The choice is yours – 
EpochField runs on Windows, iOS, and Android devices.

To learn more or schedule a demo, please contact us today.
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To learn more or schedule a demo, 
please contact us today. 

“I knew 
we had achieved 

success when one of 
our most skeptical and 

vocal crew trainers became an 
instant power user of EpochField 

out in the field.”

San Diego Gas & Electric

Our Success
EpochField’s outstanding success has made Epoch Solutions Group a leading provider in modernizing 
a utility’s field workforce. EpochField is a cost-effective solution with an intuitive interface and 
a suite of user-friendly tools that increases productivity while reducing operating costs. 
EpochField works as a foundation for your network and asset workflows, enabling 
enterprises to digitally transform, automate and streamline field service operations. 
Epoch Solutions Group continues to expand this functionality with the underlying 
focus and goal to provide the best tools and products to its customers.


